Ten Beauties Vie in Miss VSC Bout

The Pi Kappa Phi fraternity is sponsoring the annual "Miss VSC" contest tonight, and the gymnasium will be packed to the rafters in anticipation of the winner. The contestants are a cross-section of VSC life, each one unique in her own right.

Talent, intelligence and poise will be the deciding factors in the final decision. The prize for the winner is a trip to New York City, where she will be honored at the Miss America Pageant.

Spearman Exhibits Work in VSC Library

Norvell Spearman, a 23 year old VSC student, has an exhibit of his paintings in the gallery of the VSC library. The works are a reflection of his own life, and he explains, "I like to paint what I feel."

The exhibit is open to the public, and it is a great opportunity to see the work of a talented artist.

Thaxton Announces Construction Bids

This year, there will be a rush of building going on at VSC. On February 25, bids are to be taken on the new student center. The building will be around $450,000, and it will include a swimming pool. The construction will start on another boys' dormitory. Dr. Thaxton states that the new dorm will be in the $700,000 dollar range, but these are only approximate prices. Allocations for construction at VSC are only approximate and are subject to change.

One piece of property has been donated to the college by the Blackman family.

Mr. and Miss Spirit Named at VSC

Each year the choice of two outstanding students who show the greatest school spirit are announced by the VSC cheerleaders. The two chosen for 1965 are Gall Barenacre and Mike Fletcher.

Gall is a part cheerleader, adored by a knee injury but "She comes to the game and she yells." She has the personality and the enthusiasm needed and can be sure if she is not at the game that she's close to a radio. Gall is from Quitman, Ga., and was Homecoming Queen in 1964. She is a junior and an English major, a member of ADS sorority.

Mr., and Miss Spirit will be officially presented as a part of the homecoming activities.

Students To Nominate Queen Candidate Today

Today students are to nominate candidates for the homecoming queen as one of the activities for the celebration. Activities begin Feb. 19 with an informal dance, "The other $500 is to be used for decorations and to help pay for its float in the parade," says Smith. The band for the formal dance costs $1,000.

Choir Presents Varied Program

Monday, February 1, 1965, the Gettysburg College Choir will present a program of secular music in the auditorium at 8:00 p.m. The choir has received permission to tour in Europe, a trip that is being paid for by an anonymous donor. The group is composed of 60 members and is under the direction of Professor Parker who has published an unique reputation as one of the finest choirs in the country. The program includes songs of the carefree as well.

Bishop's Crusade

One of the twelve Episcopal bishops is coming on a preaching mission to south Georgia. The Bishop of South Georgia and the Mississippi (pronounced Vondras) from Tennessee.

The Episcopalian first - the Bishop's Crusade is described by Reverend Brent Williams as not being an effort to promote Episcopalism, but it will be an effort to present the real meaning of the gospel to the people of the community - to those who look for a
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College students have a special inclination toward being critical. The release of parental authority and classroom enlightenment seem to breed iconoclasm. Students take themselves seriously. They expect to have their voices heard—everywhere that is, except where it would do some good. The student government of this school cannot be the voice of VSC unless it has the support of the student body. Where are the uninhibited young spirits?

Could the philosophy be "If at first you don't succeed, give up; nobody cares anyway?"

The attitude is "let somebody else." VSC is becoming a glorified high school where one attends class, extra-curricular activities sometimes, and lets somebody else tell who, what, when and where.

There are problems—legitimate gripes that should be voiced by students. There are solutions to these problems—but only if somebody will take the initiative and make it known so that these solutions can be found.

Anyway, who cares?

What do an Egyptian mortician and VSC students have in common? Dead spirits.


It is Valdosta State College. The past few years have shown a slight increase in student participation (at basketball games) however, no response—on the third try. "Let's W-I-N." The section mumbled.

The tag suitcase college is justly hung over our heads. Many students who have possessed them, including, admittedly, this editor, have been unsure about bringing a country music show to VSC especially at the cost of $2500.

If a college in the state has a reason to be proud and show it, it is Valdosta State College. The past few years have shown a slight increase in student participation (at basketball games) however, no response—on the third try. "Let's W-I-N." The section mumbled.

The response to REW was not tremendous—by a numerative count. The majority of the students were unsure about bringing a country music show to VSC especially at the cost of $2500. Many performers (The Four Preps, the Four Freshmen) who came to VSC for concerts last year asked if there were any parties in town they could go to after their show. There were not.

Perhaps it would be a good idea if the SGA would sponsor a reception for the performers after each concert. Or perhaps different groups on campus would sponsor such a party. Many of the larger colleges do this. Coffee, cokes, cakes and cookies are served and admission is free. This reception, open to all students, gives an informal time for the audience to meet the performers.
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For Women Only

This column is for women only. The men may as well read elsewhere since this article holds no masculine interest. 

Now that we realize that leap year was dark and dismal for so many—especially as far as legally laying a catch and catching a man—but, who says you cannot chase that certain individual legally?

Since this flirty stuff may be a little new and difficult for most of you, here are a few pointers to keep in mind as you begin pursuing.

Contrary to popular belief, men do not enjoy being aggressive, in fact, they would much rather have the fun without the work. If you are going to play hardball, play it smartly. If you are looking for girls that they are energized when it comes time for your date. But, it has been a long day, so be cooperative, girls. Sit down to his hand and say, "Take that picture off the wall," and you will appreciate your obvious affection.

Secondly, boys look for consideration in a girl. Help him at all times—whether he is going to a steak supper or offer to iron his shirts for the next week.

On dates you should let him have his Mustang instead of his "65 Ford. And if he wants to take some fellows out every night instead of what is a little gas when you know how many he will fill. All these little things will add to the bright moments in his college career.

You must share his interests. Be a detective and discover his favorite pastimes. For example, be able to converse intelligently about football, baseball, and basketball. He might not even need to know the interesting parts, that's all he will know.

If you follow these suggestions closely, girls, your telephone should be ringing off the hook at this moment, because there is someone that you injure his male pride, you are lost. Remember, be subtle in your pursuit; let him think he is chasing you.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This article is patterned after a column that appeared in the Red and Black at the University of Georgia. 

---Dodie Lashley

Instructor Has Received Research Grant Award

Mr. Wayne Faircloth, assistant professor of biology, has received a $2,000 research participation grant sponsored by the National Science Foundation.

The funds will be used to defray costs of supplies, equipment, and personnel in establishing a herbarium at Valdosta State College.

The purpose of the Research Participation for College Teachers Program is to stimulate awareness among college teachers of new developments in the sciences and to encourage them to participate in them.

---

Senior Visit VSC

More than 200 high school seniors were on hand to participate in the high school tour which was held January 23 at Valdosta State College. After an assembly, the students attended three twenty-minute classes, in which various faculty members discussed the college curriculum.

Meals in the dining hall, campus tours, a fashion show, a play, and various entertainment activities kept the students occupied both at the Baptist Student Union and Wesley Student Union, round out the day.

Senior Day is designed to acquaint high school students with a bit of college life.

Two high school seniors, Ellen Kalamazoo, Mich., and Daniel Roras, a senior biology major, who has a position at the college for the next two years. The one who was in such a rush to get to his "66 Ford. And if he wants to take some fellows out every night instead of what is a little gas when you know how many he will fill. All these little things will add to the bright moments in his college career.

---

Under the Acropolis

Alpha Delta Pi


The following nine pledges were initiated January 13. Sandra Buchanan, Ann Leggett, Sister30, Sister30, Sister A. L. Martin, Sister E. M. Martin, Sister E. M. Martin, Sister E. M. Martin, and Sister E. M. Martin.

The following nine pledges were initiated January 13. Sandra Buchanan, Ann Leggett, Sister30, Sister A. L. Martin, Sister E. M. Martin, Sister E. M. Martin, Sister E. M. Martin, and Sister E. M. Martin.

Gail Pinkston received the Ideal Pledge Award during Initiation Week. Kathryn Harrison, a graduate student at VSC, was awarded the Essay Award.

---

Concert Called "Biggest Ever"

The biggest concert audience in VSC history welcomed the Johnny Cash Show to Valdosta State College.

Appearing before an exuberant and responsive crowd of approximately 2,500, the country music star got the songs with the songs with all the songs.

During the first half of the concert, the talent was impressive, with the talent performing their favorite hits, and kept the crowd in a mellow mood with songs like "Understand Your Man," "Ring of Fire," "Teenage Queen," "Bad News," "State Trooper," and "Walk the Line," and many more including the popular spiritual, "Were You There?"

The VSC appearance marked the end of the tour for the Cash Show, which has traveled some 150,000 miles this year and has played every major college in the United States, including Harvard, Yale, and Princeton.

From VSC the crew headed for Los Angeles and a two-week vacation.
Students Reveals Teaching Scares

Perhaps the practice teacher is teaching the student part of her education when she is sent to an area school to get practical experience in the actual classroom. Each quarter a new group of Valdosta State students selects from area schools, and I have always pared for what some of them encounter.

Miss Normandy, a representative of the Peace Corps, spoke in Moultrie, Ga., that all the education courses they take at college are never going to happen in the classroom.

Thus the complete, and work is well under way," according to Colonel Wesley Ron Christie of the VSC Speech Department.

"The Royal Gambit," a tragicomedy by the prize winning Hayslip; Publicity and Promotion Staff. The new sponsors are, Gwen Underwood's home on Friday night, January 15 at Minchew's Restaurant. The TKE's have elected new officers for the 1965-66 year who were announced at the Sheraton Inn on Friday night, January 15.

The Staff of the Campus Canopy will be asking this question. The first place winner will be photographed in three ensembles to be entered into the Glamor Magazine's "Dream Guy" contest, and other new students will be directed to any student who is aware of the availability of the "Dream Guy" contest. The staff of the Campus Canopy will be asking this question. The first place winner will be photographed in three ensembles to be entered into the Glamor Magazine's "Dream Guy" contest. The staff of the Campus Canopy will be asking this question. The first place winner will be photographed in three ensembles to be entered into the Glamor Magazine's "Dream Guy" contest. The staff of the Campus Canopy will be asking this question. The first place winner will be photographed in three ensembles to be entered into the Glamor Magazine's "Dream Guy" contest.

The selection of the cast and crew of the production staff for the forthcoming Sock and Buskin dramatic production, "The Royal Gambit" is a play concerning Henry VIII (Mike Jarvis) and his six wives: Katherine of Aragon (Cheryl Ann Elliott), Anne Boleyn (Cindy, Ses, Kathryn Howard (San-Ann Elliott), Anne of Cleves (Elena Shipe), Kathrynn Howard (San-Ann Elliott), and Kate Parr (Geni Rogero). The play is produced by the Peace Corps in Moultrie, Ga., that all the education courses they take at college are never going to happen in the classroom.

Thus the complete, and work is well under way," according to Colonel Wesley Ron Christie of the VSC Speech Department.

"The Royal Gambit," a tragicomedy by the prize winning Hayslip; Publicity and Promotion Staff. The new sponsors are, Gwen Underwood's home on Friday night, January 15 at Minchew's Restaurant. The TKE's have elected new officers for the 1965-66 year who were announced at the Sheraton Inn on Friday night, January 15.

The Staff of the Campus Canopy will be asking this question. The first place winner will be photographed in three ensembles to be entered into the Glamor Magazine's "Dream Guy" contest. The staff of the Campus Canopy will be asking this question. The first place winner will be photographed in three ensembles to be entered into the Glamor Magazine's "Dream Guy" contest. The staff of the Campus Canopy will be asking this question. The first place winner will be photographed in three ensembles to be entered into the Glamor Magazine's "Dream Guy" contest. The staff of the Campus Canopy will be asking this question. The first place winner will be photographed in three ensembles to be entered into the Glamor Magazine's "Dream Guy" contest.

The selection of the cast and crew of the production staff for the forthcoming Sock and Buskin dramatic production, "The Royal Gambit" is a play concerning Henry VIII (Mike Jarvis) and his six wives: Katherine of Aragon (Cheryl Ann Elliott), Anne Boleyn (Cindy, Ses, Kathryn Howard (San-Ann Elliott), Anne of Cleves (Elena Shipe), Kathrynn Howard (San-Ann Elliott), and Kate Parr (Geni Rogero).
REBEL REPORT

The big sports question around campus: Can Valdosta State College win its fifth straight GIAC championship?

The Answer: Yes. But in the words of coach Gary Colson: "It ain't gonna be easy."

"There are no two ways about it," Colson said, "shorter has us over a barrel. We're in a fix. But we've been in worse fixes before and come out of them. We've got a chance to win this thing, but we've got to work at it somehow. We can't afford an other slip."

Two weeks ago VSC lost the one ball game it could have put away to get a pretty good position to go on the other way. The Rebels dropped a 68-59 decision to the high and mighty Shorter, who now take the GIAC crown out of Valdosta, Georgia, more than a collegiate lover wants dating money.

Well, now Shorter is rolling along undefeated in the GIAC race with a 9-0 record, and VSC has a 3-1 conference mark after defeating Berry, West Georgia, and Piedmont.

The championship is still in sight. To stay alive, however, VSC just about has to win all the rest of its GIAC encounters. That means the team will have to be played here, and also beating LaGrange twice and Berry Piedmont and West Georgia one more time each. You can be sure the Rebs will keep this in mind when they travel to West Georgia tonight and go to Ocmulgee tomorrow.

Of course anything can happen to basketball records in just a short time. "He who eats the gravy today, may want for beans tomorrow," Coach Colson doesn't think anybody in the league is going to beat Shorter, but VSC. The Hawks have already played out on top in a close one. That's to be the only defeat the Hawks will suffer and VSC won't lose another. That will put VSC in a special playoff with Shorter for the crown.

I think it will happen this way. When Shorter comes to the VSC stomping grounds on Feb. 6, the Rebels are going to come out on top in a close one. That's to be the only defeat the Hawks suffer and VSC won't lose another. That will put VSC in a special playoff with Shorter for the crown.

That's the way it's turned out for the last two seasons. VSC and Shorter have been struggling teams that include cooperation from the stands. We need to lose to Shorter again like I need a wife or something."

—Martin Miller

Basketball Season

Started Tuesday

Coach Bennett held a meeting Monday night with representatives from all of the basketball teams. They decided to begin playing basketball by Wednesday night. All teams have been practicing and are ready to go. This intramural basketball season should be interesting and fun for all involved.

The girls have not yet begun but have promised to start as soon as they get their make-up on.

—Tex Bentley

REBELS TO CLASH WITH BRAVES

Valdosta State College's basketball team will be hoping for a repeat performance when they clash with the West Georgia Braves at Carrollton tonight.

The performance they want to repeat is an 86-44 defeat at the hands of the West Georgia Braves last Saturday night.

Coach Howard Corber's Braves, a Georgia Intercollegiate Athletic Conference foe, opened the GIAC campaign playing "stall-ball." This kept the scoring down but it didn't keep the Rebels from taking a 13-point halftime lead and then moving on to their second triumph against GIAC foes. The Rebels have lost one in league play.

In the second half the VSC quintet got started with a fast break attack and the Braves were caught off guard. They didn't work either.

In the first five minutes after the intermission, VSC poured in 16 points to bring their GIAC record up to 4-1.

The Rebels outrebound the Braves from the floor 53.3 percent to 49.6 percent and dominated in the battle of the backboards by grabbing 36 rebounds to only 29 for West Georgia. Ten rebounds leaders were Terry with nine and VICK and Plant with six each.

One afternoon's bout at Carrollton since the Rebs move on to LaGrange to meet the highly regarded and respected Panthers.

According to the latest GIAC statistics, Mike Terry is the conference leader in field-goal percentage (57%); and Paul Vick, the leader in foul-shot percentage (100%.) (Jan. 22-65)

Thrills and Skills

Those who are thinking of taking up skin diving in the summer should read carefully. In SCUBA diving (self-contained underwater breathing apparatus) one should have a full understanding of all diving principles.

One should know various gas laws, temperature and pressure laws, and be thoroughly familiar with the workings of the human body in water, maybe a little psychology for dangerous diving and a lot of actual training in all phases of diving. Without this proper training, diving can become very dangerous.

The first step is putting on an air tank, filled with atmospheric air, not oxygen. The air has to be checked for purity and pressure and checked to find out how long it will last at various depths. A condition called oxygen poisoning, where too much carbon dioxide forms and the diver blacks out, prevents the use of pure oxygen.

In checking the air pressure in the tank, a diver can find out how much air he has left by volume and then figure out how long it will last at one certain depth. The air has to be checked at varying pressures and the diver blacks out because of the pure oxygen.

As a diver comes up, a decrease in water pressure can cause the lungs to burst out of the diver holds his breath. This condition is called air embolism. Many deaths are caused by air embolism.

There will be more about techniques of SCUBA in coming issues.

—Mike Nelson

MARTIN MILLER
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VSC Politicians Relate Inaugural Festivities

Many Americans sat close to their TV sets for hours as President Lyndon B. Johnson was inaugurated, but for four people from VSC it was a live show. Mrs. Arthur, Barbra and House mother, Jeff Hiers, Jesup; Ronnie Davis, Jesup; and Lamar Bennett, Waycross, attended various affairs in Washington, D.C., during their three-day stay.

They began their whirl of activities with a visit to the office of Russell Tuten in the House Office Building. They were his guests for lunch at the House Cafeteria. Later that day they attended a session in the House and heard Spearman.

Spearman

(Continued from Page 1)
cal of his ability to combine ink lines and water colors.

A plaster block print of "A Man With His Crops" is one of the more unusual pieces in the exhibit. "Plaster block is versatile and inexpensive and enables an artist to achieve various textures," he said.

"Old Scraggs Estate" (or Hahira) is one of the many subjects of what Spearman feels is typical of his environment. One of his favorites is "Sugs" with its bright colors. In "Sugs" the artist tried to "capture a familiar facial expression."

Spearman hopes to eventually work on his master's degree in art education. His plans at present are to teach art and history at a private Christian School at Dasher.

Bishop's

(Continued from Page One)
solid, realistic faith.

The crusade gets underway on January 30. In a special discussion Friday night, Bishop Van Horst will meet with all interested college students 4:30 p.m. on Monday, February 1 at the Christ Church Parish House located on Patterson Street across from the VSC Administration Building.
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Valdosta Coca-Cola Bottling Works, Inc.

Just time to get that second wind. Have a Coke.
Coca-Cola — It's big, bold taste
never too sweet,
puts zing in people... refreshes best.

things go better with Coke

Valdosta Coca-Cola Bottling Works, Inc.